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Abstract: According to recent security analysis reports, malicious software (a.k.a. malware) is rising
at an alarming rate in numbers, complexity, and harmful purposes to compromise the security of
modern computer systems. Recently, malware detection based on low-level hardware features (e.g.,
Hardware Performance Counters (HPCs) information) has emerged as an effective alternative solution to address the complexity and performance overheads of traditional software-based detection
methods. Hardware-assisted Malware Detection (HMD) techniques depend on standard Machine
Learning (ML) classifiers to detect signatures of malicious applications by monitoring built-in HPC
registers during execution at run-time. Prior HMD methods though effective have limited their
study on detecting malicious applications that are spawned as a separate thread during application
execution, hence detecting stealthy malware patterns at run-time remains a critical challenge. Stealthy
malware refers to harmful cyber attacks in which malicious code is hidden within benign applications
and remains undetected by traditional malware detection approaches. In this paper, we first present
a comprehensive review of recent advances in hardware-assisted malware detection studies that
have used standard ML techniques to detect the malware signatures. Next, to address the challenge
of stealthy malware detection at the processor’s hardware level, we propose StealthMiner, a novel
specialized time series machine learning-based approach to accurately detect stealthy malware trace
at run-time using branch instructions, the most prominent HPC feature. StealthMiner is based on
a lightweight time series Fully Convolutional Neural Network (FCN) model that automatically
identifies potentially contaminated samples in HPC-based time series data and utilizes them to accurately recognize the trace of stealthy malware. Our analysis demonstrates that using state-of-the-art
ML-based malware detection methods is not effective in detecting stealthy malware samples since
the captured HPC data not only represents malware but also carries benign applications’ microarchitectural data. The experimental results demonstrate that with the aid of our novel intelligent
approach, stealthy malware can be detected at run-time with 94% detection performance on average
with only one HPC feature, outperforming the detection performance of state-of-the-art HMD and
general time series classification methods by up to 42% and 36%, respectively.

This article is an open access article
distributed under the terms and
conditions of the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license (https://

Keywords: machine learning; hardware-assisted malware detection; cybersecurity; stealthy malware;
hardware performance counter; deep learning; time series classification
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1. Introduction
Cybersecurity for the past decades has been in the front line of global attention as a
critical threat to the security of computer systems and information technology infrastructure. With the growth and pervasiveness of cyber infrastructure in modern society and
everyday life, secure computing has become critically important. Attackers are increasingly
motivated and enabled to compromise software and computing hardware infrastructure.
The increasing complexity of modern computing systems in different application domains
has resulted in the emergence of new security vulnerabilities [1–4]. Cyber attackers make
use of these vulnerabilities to compromise systems using sophisticated malicious activities.
Malware, a broad term for any type of malicious software, is a piece of code designed
by cyber attackers to infect the computing systems without the user consent serving for
harmful purposes such as stealing sensitive information, unauthorized data access, and
running intrusive programs on devices to perform Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack [5–7].
The rapid development of information technology has made malware a serious threat
to computer systems. According to a recent McAfee Labs threat report more than 67 million
new malware variants have been discovered in the first quarter of 2019 alone, a near 40%
increase when compared to the last quarter of 2018 [8]. Given the exceedingly challenging
task of detection of new variants of malicious applications, malware detection has become
more crucial in modern computing systems. The recent proliferation of modern computing
devices in mobile and Internet-of-Things (IoT) domains further exacerbates the impact of
this pressing issue calling for effective malware detection solutions.
Traditional software-based malware detection techniques such as signature-based and
semantic-based methods mostly impose significant computational overheads to the system
and more importantly do not scale well [6,9–13]. Furthermore, they are unable to detect
unknown threats making them unsuitable for devices with limited available computing
and memory resources. The emergence of new malware threats requires patching or
updating the software-based malware detection solutions (such as off-the-shelf anti-virus)
that needs a vast amount of memory and hardware resources, which is not feasible for
emerging computing systems especially in embedded mobile and IoT devices [3,14,15].
In addition, most of these advanced analysis techniques are architecture-dependent i.e.,
dependent on the underlying hardware, which makes the existing traditional malware
detection techniques hard to import onto emerging embedded computing devices [4,14].
The arm-race between security analysts and malware developers is a never-ending
battle with the complexity of malware changing as quickly as innovation grows. To address
the inefficiency of conventional malware detection methods, Hardware-based Malware
Detection (HMD) techniques, by employing low-level features captured by Hardware Performance Counters (HPCs), have emerged as a promising solution [16–18]. HMD methods
reduce the latency of the detection process by order of magnitude with a small hardware
overhead. In particular, recent studies have shown that malware can be differentiated
from normal programs by classifying anomalies using Machine Learning (ML) techniques
in low-level microarchitectural feature spaces captured by Hardware Performance Counters (HPCs) [4,14–22] to appropriately represent the application behavior. The HPCs are
special-purpose registers implemented into modern microprocessors to capture the trace
of hardware-related events such as executed instructions, suffered cache-misses, or mispredicted branches for a running program [16,18,23]. Current state-of-the-art HMD research
focuses on the development and application of ML techniques on HPCs information for
malware detection due to its ability to keep pace with malware evolution with less visibility to the attacker. Such methods result in much lower computational overheads since
ML-based malware classifiers can be implemented in microprocessor hardware with significantly lower overhead as compared to the traditional software-based methods [14,18,24].
Malicious software attacks have continued to evolve in quantity and sophistication
during the past decade. Due to the ever-increasing complexity of malware attacks and the
financial motivations of attackers, malware trends are recently shifting towards stealthy
attacks. A stealthy attack is a type of cybersecurity attack in which the malicious code
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is hidden inside the benign application for performing harmful purposes [1,25–29]. An
example of deploying stealthy malware is in document files in which the malware is capable
of indirectly invoking other applications or libraries on the host as part of document editing.
The main purpose of stealthy attacks is to remain undetected for a longer period of time in
the computing system. The longer the threat remains undiscovered in the system, the more
opportunity it has to compromise computers and/or steal information before a suitable
detection mechanism can be deployed to protect against it. Stolfo et al. discovered a
new type of stealthy threat referred to as embedded malware [25]. Under this threat,
the attacker embeds the malicious code or file inside a benign file on the target host such
that the benign and malicious applications are executed as a single thread on the system.
It has been shown that traditional signature-based antivirus applications are unable to
detect embedded malware even when the exact signature of malware is available in the
detector database [1,25,28]. Embedded malicious software is potentially a serious and
emerging security threat in which accurate and intelligent security countermeasures need
to be developed to secure the computing systems against such attacks. In this paper,
we primarily focus on detecting stealthy attacks where malicious code is hidden inside
the benign program, both executed as a single thread on the target system, making the
detection process more challenging.
Existing hardware-assisted malware detection methods have primarily assumed that
the malware is spawned as a separate thread while executing on the target
host [16–18,23,30–32]. However, in real-world scenarios malicious programs attempt
to hide within a benign application to bypass the detection mechanisms. In HMD methods
the HPC data is directly fed to a detector, therefore, for embedded malicious code hidden
inside the benign application, the HPC data becomes contaminated as the collected events
include the combined benign and malware microarchitectural events. In addition to the
challenge of detecting embedded malware, prior studies on hardware-based malware detection performed a limited study on malware classification accounting for the availability
of a large number (e.g., 8/16) and diverse type of HPCs accessed at a time. However,
today’s microprocessors, even in the high-performance domain have a limited number of
HPC registers, due to the design complexity and cost of concurrent monitoring of microarchitectural events [33,34]. Due to deep pipelines, complex prefetchers, branch predictors,
modern cache design, etc., adding HPCs is a challenge in terms of counting multiple events
and maintaining counter accuracy simultaneously under speculative execution [35]. Even
modern Intel Xeon architectures houses only 4–6 HPCs, compare to 2 in Pentium 4 and
server-class Intel Atom processor, for the very same reason. For embedded mobile and IoT
domains, the number of HPCs that can be accessed simultaneously is even smaller making
the HMD with limited available HPCs more crucial.
In response to the aforementioned challenges, in this paper we present a specialized and lightweight time series machine learning-based approach called StealthMiner,
to accurately and intelligently detect the embedded malicious patterns inside the benign
programs using only one HPC feature (branch instruction). In particular, the main objective
of this work is to effectively detect the malicious application embedded inside the benign
program using the least number of microarchitectural events (only one HPC feature) in
which the traditional machine learning-based solutions are unable to detect them with
even 8–16 features. Using an effective feature reduction technique, we first identify the
most prominent low-level feature for embedded malware detection. Next, we propose a
lightweight scalable time series-based Fully Convolutional Neural Network (FCN) model
that automatically identifies potentially contaminated samples in HPC-based time series
and utilizes them to distinguish the stealthy malware from benign applications at run-time
using only branch instructions as the most significant low-level feature. For the purpose of
a thorough assessment, we evaluate the efficiency of StealthMiner across various performance evaluation metrics (F-measure, Precision, Recall, Accuracy, Area Under the Curve
(AUC), Latency, and Model Size) against state-of-the-art solutions that depend on standard
ML, deep learning, and time series classification models. The results of this work will assist
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the designers in making effective architectural decisions to develop accurate and efficient
intelligent countermeasures for securing modern computing systems against emerging
malicious cyber attacks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The background and related
work are described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the motivations and challenges of
hardware-based stealthy malware detection using machine learning techniques. Next, the
details of the proposed intelligent and customized hardware-assisted stealthy malware
detection approach are described in Section 4. In addition, the comprehensive analysis of
experimental results is presented in section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this study.
2. Related Work and Background
In this section, we categorize the related work and background on malware detection
using low-level features into three subsections. First, an overview of hardware performance
counter registers and their applications is presented. Second, we discuss the latest studies
on hardware-based malware detection, and next, we focus on the prior works on the
detection of embedded/stealthy malware.
2.1. Hardware Performance Counters
The complexity of today’s computing systems has tremendously increased compared
to the prior systems. Hierarchical cache subsystems and pipeline, non-uniform memory,
simultaneous multithreading, and out-of-order execution have a significant impact on the
performance of modern processors. Performance monitoring is an important characteristic
of a microprocessor. Access to the performance monitoring hardware is typically offered in
the form of hardware performance counters, special-purpose registers that are available in
modern microprocessors which count different microarchitectural events [18,21,36].
The primary purpose of HPC registers is to analyze and tune the architectural level
performance and power of running applications [37–39]. While HPCs are finding their way
in various processor platforms from high-performance to low-power embedded processors
and IoT devices, they are limited in the number of microarchitectural events that can be
captured simultaneously. This is mainly due to the limited number of physical registers on
the processor chip which are expensive to implement. A variety of processor platforms
such as Intel, ARM, and AMD includes HPCs on its processors. The HPC registers are
responsible to collect a myriad of low-level events such as cache access and misses, TLB
hits and misses, branch mispredictions, etc. [18,22,30].
Performance counter registers are easily programmable across all platforms. Depending
on the processor architecture, there are different numbers of HPC registers available [18,22,30].
For instance, the number of counter registers in the Intel Ivy-bridge and Intel Broadwell
CPUs is limited to only four per processor core, meaning that only four HPCs can be
captured simultaneously. In addition, Intel SandyBridge and Haswell architectures both
have a total of 8 general-purpose counters per core. This limitation can be mitigated by
multiplexing performance counters [19,24], but at the cost of accuracy degradation.
Recently, application areas of hardware performance counters are grown from mere
performance analysis to detecting firmware modification in embedded systems [21], estimating system power consumption [40], and detection of malicious software at the
hardware level [14,17,18,22] or even hardware trojans [41]. As a result, in this work, we
have used the low-level information captured from HPC registers to identify the malicious
patterns of applications by proposing effective and complexity-aware machine learningbased solutions addressing various critical challenges associated with run-time malware
detection using microarchitectural features.
2.2. Hardware-Assisted Malware Detection
Demme et al. [16] proposed to deploy HPCs information for malware detection
and demonstrated the effectiveness of using traditional ML models for hardware-based
malware detection. They showed high detection accuracy results for Android malware
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by applying complex ML algorithms including Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN). Tang et al. [17] further proposed an HPC-based anomaly
detection and discussed the feasibility of complex unsupervised learning on low-level
features to detect buffer overflow attacks. Unsupervised algorithms though effective
in detecting unknown malware, are complex incurring large overheads and requiring
sophisticated analysis.
The works in [23,42] adopt sub-semantic features to recognize malicious software
signatures using Logistic Regression (LR) and Neural Network classifiers. In addition,
the authors presented modifications in the microprocessor pipeline to detect malware in
a truly real-time setting that increases the cost and complexity of the proposed solution.
Singh et al. [30] is another HMD work that deployed machine learning classifiers that
are applied on synthetic HPC traces for detecting kernel rootkit attacks. They also used
the Gain Ratio feature selection method to determine the most prominent features for
each rootkit dataset. The authors achieve high prediction accuracy in detecting five selfdeveloped synthetic rootkits models. Nevertheless, this work while important only focused
on the detection of kernel rootkit attacks using a limited set of synthesis datasets.
The HMD study in [31] used logistic regression to classify malware into different types
and trained a specialized classifier for detecting each class. They further used specialized
ensemble learning to improve the accuracy of malware detectors. The research in [18]
proposed ensemble learning techniques to facilitate run-time hardware-assisted malware
detection and improved the performance of HMD by accounting for the impact of reducing
the number of HPC features on the performance of malware detectors. In [24], a machine
learning-based HMD is proposed that uses various traditional classifiers but requires 8 or
more features to achieve high accuracy, which makes it less suitable for online malware
detection.
The recent work in [22] proposed a two-stage machine learning-based approach
for run-time malware detection in which in the first level classifies applications using a
multiclass classification technique into either benign or one of the malware classes (Virus,
Rootkit, Backdoor, and Trojan). In the second level, to have a high detection performance,
the authors deploy a machine learning model that works best for each class of malware
and further apply effective ensemble learning to enhance the performance of malware
detection.
The work in [43] evaluated the suitability of HPCs for HMD. Though the presented
experimental results in this study are mostly in favor of malware detection through HPCs,
they claim that if HPC traces of malware and benign applications are similar, it is hard
to detect malware. However, the robustness of malware detection highly depends on
the type of classifier employed. In addition, it is likely to mislead the HMD methods,
if the malware is crafted adversarially to perturb HPC patterns look similar to benign
applications patterns, similar to adversarial attacks in CNNs for image processing [44].
However, no details on crafting such adversarial applications nor real-world samples are
provided. Furthermore, this work has performed limited analysis on embedded malware
and only shows that one benign program (Notepad++) infused with ransomware cannot
be detected by traditional machine learning-based HMD without providing any effective
solution to tackle the challenge of detecting stealthy malware.
Collectively, prior works on hardware-based malware detection have considered a
threat model in which the malware is spawned as a separate thread within the application
execution time. In particular, they have ignored assuming the malicious code embedded
inside the benign programs which is a more threatening attack for today’s computing
systems. Furthermore, they used traditional ML-based algorithms with more than 4 HPC
features to detect the malware with high accuracy. Our work is different, as it targets a more
harmful attack, embedded malware, running within the same thread and execution binary
of benign programs. It also proposes a lightweight machine learning-based approach
which is capable of detecting patterns of embedded malware in the benign application at
run-time using only one low-level microarchitectural feature.
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2.3. Embedded Malware Detection
Stolfo et al. [25] was the first study that introduced a new type of stealthy threat
referred to as embedded malware in which the attacker embeds the malicious code inside a
benign file on the target host such that the benign and malicious applications are executed
as a single thread on the target system. They further introduced a method referred to as
file-print analysis in which they calculated 1-gram byte distribution of a file to identify
the file type among PDF and DOC files. In the context of malware detection, their work
focused on embedded malware detection only in PDF and DOC files. They deployed
three different models for representing the benign distributions namely single centroid,
multi-centroids, and exemplar files as centroids. Mahalanobis distance was calculated
between the distributions obtained from these models and the n-gram distribution of a
given file.
The work in [28] proposed static and run-time dynamic methods for detecting malware
embedded in Word documents. For their static analysis method, they used an open-source
application to decompose files and further produced a similarity score to carry out the
final classification decision. They make use of a 5-gram model for benign and malicious
documents based on their adequate memory and detection performance. Next, given
the model, a “similarity” score was produced for the final classification decision. In
their dynamic approach, they employed sandbox-based tests to evaluate OS crashes and
unexpected changes in the system. However, it is acknowledged by the authors that their
approach is not practical to be used as an independent embedded malware detection
scheme.
The research in [45] used conditional Markov n-grams techniques to propose an
anomaly detection scheme to detect embedded stealthy malware. The rationale for using
this type of n-grams is that it offers a more meaningful representation of a file’s statistical
properties as compared with traditional n-grams techniques. To this aim, they first examine
byte sequences in benign programs to show that benign programs’ data generally exhibit
a 1-st order dependence structure. Using this correlation, they model the conditional
distributions as Markov n-grams. They deployed entropy rate, an information-theoretic
metric, to quantify changes in Markov n-gram distributions of a file and showed that
the entropy rate Markov n-grams obtains significantly disturbed at malware embedding
locations indicating its robustness for embedded malware detection. Their results indicate
that the proposed Markov n-gram detector offers higher detection accuracy and falsepositive rates as compared with the prior work on embedded malware detection in [25].
2.4. Time Series Classification
Since our proposed method in this work considers the embedded HMD problem as
a time series classification task, here, we briefly discuss the recent works on time series
classification.
Time series classification approaches can be divided into two different types, shapeletbased [46] and bag-of-pattern-based [47]. The shapelet-based approach [46] attempts to
find the subsequences of data that are the most discriminating of classes and deploys them
to generate features for classification. These subsequences can be used to transform the
original inseparable raw time series into a lower-dimensional space that is easier to classify.
In this type of model, each original time series can be transformed to a distance feature
vector by computing the closest match distance between the time series and each of the
shapelets.
The work in [48] proposed an algorithm to approximately select high-quality shapelets
by using symbolic representation of the subsequence. Following a similar idea, the work
in [49] introduced an approach to approximately find qualified shapelets via variablelength time series motif. In recent works, Grabocka et al. [50] and Li et al. [51] introduced a
learning framework and a genetic algorithm-based framework, respectively, to generate
a shapelet to classify the time series. Furthermore, Hills et al. [52] proposed an approach
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called Shapelet Transformation (ST) to classify time series and achieve very high accuracy.
However, the complexity of these approaches is very costly.
On the other hand, bag-of-pattern-based approaches attempt to discretize time series into a bag of symbols and deploy the distribution information for classification.
Senin et al. [53] used a discretization technique called Symbolic Aggregation Approximation (SAX) to convert the subsequent time-series data into a bag of symbols and deploys
a histogram of the symbols to represent the time series. Instead of using SAX representation,
Schafer et al. [54] introduced a Symbolic Fourier Approximation (SFA) based discretization
approach to generate the representation.
Recently, several deep learning-based time series classification approaches are proposed [55–58]. These approaches often utilized ML techniques such as convolution neuron
network or LSTM neuron network to extract the features from time series. However, these
models often consist of a large number of parameters incurring significant overhead and
computational complexity to the computer system.
The complexity of all work mentioned above are very costly which makes them unfit
to be used computer systems especially for resource-constrained devices with limited
performance and power requirements. Recently, Schäfer and Li etc.[59,60] proposed a
series of scalable time series classification approaches that are significantly faster than
traditional time series classification models [46,53,54]. s a result, to better evaluate and
highlight the effectiveness of our proposed approach for embedded malware detection
(described in Section 5), we compare StealthMiner with state-of-the-art ML-based HMD
solutions as well as the most recent scalable time series classification method [60].
3. Motivations
In this section, we discuss the motivations and challenges for proposing effective
machine learning-based solutions for run-time stealthy malware detection using low-level
hardware features.
3.1. Challenge of Detecting Stealthy Malware
Figure 1 illustrates the challenge of detecting embedded malware. Figure 1a visualizes
the complete benign and malware HPC data (described in detail in Section 4), when the
malware is spawned as a separate thread, via t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(t-SNE) algorithm [61], a widely used algorithm for visualizing high dimensional data. As
seen, the marginal area between malware and benign programs is large when malware is
spawned as a separate thread indicating that by using traditional ML models (prior works)
the malware can be easily detected. However, the converted points of embedded malware
data are mixed with each other in Figure 1b depicting the impact of embedding malicious
code inside benign applications.
The figure highlights the challenge of stealthy malware detection indicating that
due to the dense distribution of malware and benign applications features, traditional
classification approaches are not able to achieve high accuracy in detecting embedded
malware. As a case study, by applying the nearest neighbor classifier on both complete and
embedded malware datasets, the classifier can achieve an accuracy of 90% in detecting the
malware as a separate thread. However, the classifier can only achieve nearly 60% accuracy
in stealthy malware detection tasks when the malicious code is hidden inside the normal
program.
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Figure 1. Visualizing the complete benign and malware dataset using the t-SNE algorithm: (a) malware spawned as a separate thread; (b) malware embedded inside benign applications.

3.2. Machine Learning for Hardware-Assisted Stealthy Malware Detection
As discussed, in this work, we intend to employ HPCs information to identify the
behavior of running applications. As a case study to verify the suitability of using HPCs
for ML-based malware detection, we executed malware and benign applications on an
Intel Nehalem architecture-based system to observe the behavioral patterns of HPCs. The
benign application is selected from MiBench [20] benchmark suite and the malware is a
Backdoor application that can bypass the authentication process. The observed HPC traces
of branch instructions for malware and benign applications are presented in Figure 2. The
X-axis represents the time at which the HPC is monitored and the Y-axis represents the
branch instruction HPC values.
The profiling trace shows that if two different programs are executed on a processor,
they generate relatively different HPC traces, providing a unique opportunity to detect the
behavior of the application. However, there exists an interesting observation in which if
the malware is embedded inside a benign program from 0 ms to 1000 ms time intervals,
there is a high possibility that the value of branch instructions for both benign and malware
becomes equal which can mislead the traditional ML-based detectors in distinguishing the
malicious behavior from benign applications. This highlights the importance and necessity
of developing an effective intelligent approach as an alternative to traditional ML solutions
to accurately detect the trace of embedded malware.

Figure 2. HPC traces of sample benign and malware (Backdoor) applications for branch-instruction
HPC feature.

4. Proposed Intelligent Stealthy Malware Detection Framework
In this section, we describe the proposed machine learning-based approach for effective hardware-based stealthy malware detection. Figure 3 illustrates an overview of
different steps for the proposed intelligent malware detection framework. As shown, it is
comprised of different steps including data collection and feature extraction, feature reduction, and the proposed ML-based embedded malware detection approach (StealthMiner)
each described in detail in the following subsections.
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4.1. Experimental Setup and Data Acquisition
This section provides the details of the experimental setup and data collection process. The benign and malware applications are executed on an Intel Xeon X5550 machine
(4 HPC registers available) running Ubuntu 14.04 with Linux 4.4 Kernel and HPC features
are captured using Perf tool available under Linux at a sampling time of 10 ms. Perf
provides rich generalized abstractions over hardware-specific capabilities. HPC-based
profilers are currently built into almost every popular operating system. Linux Perf is a new
implementation of performance counter support for Linux which is based on the Linux
kernel subsystem perf-event and provides users a set of commands to analyze performance
and trace data. It exploits perf-event-open function call in the background which can measure
multiple events simultaneously. In our experiments, we executed more than 3500 benign
and malware applications for data collection. Benign applications include real-world applications comprising MiBench [20] and SPEC2006 [62], Linux system programs, browsers,
and text editors. Malware applications collected from virustotal and virusshare online
repositories include Linux ELFs and scripts created to perform malicious activities and
include 850 Backdoor, 640 Rootkit, and 1460 Trojan samples. The functionality of Backdoor
applications is trying to provide remote access to the remote user (attacker) and facilitates
information leakage; Rootkits provide the attackers with privilege access to modify the registers and authorized programs; and Trojans perform phishing of confidential information
in the system.
In our experiments, the HPC information is collected by running applications in an
isolated environment referred to as Linux Containers (LXC) [63]. LXC is chosen over other
commonly available virtual platforms such as VMWare or VirtualBox since it provides access to actual performance counters data instead of emulating HPCs. To effectively address
the non-determinism and overcounting issues of HPC registers in hardware-based security
analysis discussed in recent works [43,64], we have extracted various hardware events
available under Perf tool using static performance monitoring approach [34] where we can
profile applications several times measuring different events each time. Furthermore, to
ensure that running malware inside the Linux container does not contaminate the system’s
environment and also no contamination occurs in collected data due to the previous run of
the program, the container is destroyed after each run.

Backdoor

HPC Features are collected via Perf Tool every
10ms from the underlying processor

Trojan
Rootkit

ML Implementation for Accurate Run-time HardwareAssisted Stealthy Malware Detection
Malware

Malware
Benign

Feature
Extraction

Feature
Reduction

Blended

Applications (Malware/Benign)
running on the target system

Microarchitectural Features
Analysis: Identifying the most
prominent HPCs

Benign
Reduced HPC
Customized FCN-based Embedded
samples
Malware Detector: StealthMiner

Figure 3. Overview of proposed hardware-assisted stealthy malware detection framework.

4.2. Feature Representation
Determining the most significant low-level features is an important step for effective
HMD. As there exist numerous microarchitectural events (e.g., +100 in Intel Xeon), each of
them representing a different functionality, collecting all features leads to high dimensional
data. Furthermore, processing raw dataset involves computational complexity and induces
delay. Hence, to perform an efficient run-time HMD with minimal overhead, we determine
a minimal set of HPCs that can effectively represent the application behavior and are
feasible to collect in a single run even on low-end processors with few HPCs. Therefore,
instead of accounting for all captured features, irrelevant features need to be identified
and removed using a feature reduction algorithm, and a subset of HPC events is selected
that represents the most important features for classification. For the algorithmic selection
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of features, we first use Correlation Attribute Evaluation to rank all captured features by
calculating Pearson correlation between each attribute and class. The top features with
the highest correlation coefficient value and their descriptions are shown in Table 1. These
events have a mixture of branch-related events representing core behavior and cache-related
events representing memory behavior. Next, we apply Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) to find the best HPCs suited for training the ML-based malware detectors. PCA is
a class of dimensionally reduction techniques that captures most of the data variation by
rotating the original data to a new variable in a new dimension. We employ PCA to reduce
the features and apply a hierarchical clustering technique to group similar features and
identified the top 4 HPCs to capture the behavior of a specific class of malware. The feature
reduction results indicate that the identified prominent 4 HPCs are the same across various
classes of malware which includes branch instructions, cache references, branch misses,
and node-stores.
Table 1. HPC events used for embedded malware detection and their description.
HPC Event

Description

Branch instructions

branch instructions retired

Branch-misses

branches mispredicted

Cache misses

last level cache misses

Cache-references

last level cache references

L1-dcache-load-misses

cache lines brought into L1 data cache

L1-dcache-loads

retired memory load operations

L1-dcache-stores
node-loads

L1 data cache lines copied into DRAM
successful load operations to DRAM

node-stores

successful store operations to DRAM

LLC-load-misses

cache lines brought into L3 cache from DRAM

LLC-loads

successful memory load operations in L3

iTLB-load-misses

misses in instruction TLB during load operations

Branch-loads

successful branches

The proposed time series-based detection approach, StealthMiner, using only the
most significant HPC feature, branch instructions, can detect the embedded malware
inside the benign application with high detection accuracy (will be discussed in detail in
Section 5). Branch operations are one of the non-trivial microarchitectural events as most of
the malware rely on branching operations for executing the malicious activity revealing the
behavior of most malware programs. In addition, branch-related counters can be accessed
even in most of the low-end embedded and IoT devices, therefore, making this type of
microarchitectural event appealing to use for malware detection. Furthermore, it is hard to
evade the branch instructions count due to the in-built exception the handler that notifies
the user regarding the exception and terminates the program or it can result in long stalls,
eventually leading to termination of ongoing executions.
4.3. Stealthy Malware Threat Models
The proposed intelligent hardware-assisted malware detection approach in this work
is focused on the identification of a type of stealthy malware, referred to as an embedded
malware attack which is a potential threat in today’s computing systems that can hide itself
within the running benign application on the system.
For modeling the embedded malware threats, we have considered persistent malicious
attacks which occur once in the benign application with a notable amount of duration
attempting to infect the system. For the purpose of thorough analysis, we deployed various
malware types for embedding the malicious code inside the benign application including
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Backdoor, Rootkit, Trojan, and Hybrid (Blended) attacks. For per-class embedded malware
analysis, traces from one category of malware, are randomly embedded inside the benign
applications and the proposed detection approach attempts to detect the malicious pattern.
Furthermore, the Hybrid threat combines the behavior of all classes of malware and
hides them in the normal program. Persistent malicious codes are primarily a subset of
Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) which is comprised of stealthy and continuous computer
hacking processes, mostly crafted to perform specific malfunction activities. The purpose
of persistent attacks is to place custom malicious code in the benign application and remain
undetected for the longest possible period. Persistent malware signifies sophisticated
techniques using malware to persistently exploit vulnerabilities in the systems usually
targeting either private organizations, states, or both for business or political motives. The
hybrid malware in our work represents a more harmful type of persistent threat in which
the malicious samples are chosen from different classes of malware to achieve a more
powerful attack functionality seeking to exploit more than one system vulnerability.
To create an embedded malware time series and model the real-world applications
scenario, with capturing interval of 10 ms for HPC features monitoring, we consider 5 s.
infected running application (benign application infected by embedded malware). For this
study, 10,000 test experiments were conducted in which malware appeared at a random
time during the run of a benign program. In our experiments, three different sets of data
including training, validation, and testing sets are created for comprehensive evaluation
of the StealthMiner approach. Each dataset contains 10,000 complete benign HPC time
series and 10,000 embedded malware HPC time series. As the attacker can deploy unseen
malware programs to attack the system, we create these three datasets with three groups of
recorded malware HPC time series consisting of 33.3% for training, 33.3% for validation,
and the remaining of whole recorded data for testing evaluation.
4.4. Overview of StealthMiner
As discussed, prior works on HMD mainly assumed that the malware is executed
as a separate thread when infecting the computer system. This essentially means that
the HPCs data captured at run-time inserted to the classifier belongs only to the malware
program. In real-world applications, however, the malware can be embedded inside a
benign application, rather than spawning as a separate thread, producing a more harmful
attack. Therefore, the HPCs data captured at run-time in each interval could belong to both
malware and benign application. As we will show in this work, this HPC data pollution
could result in performance degradation of traditional ML classifiers. In response to this
challenge, we propose StealthMiner malware detection framework which is based on a
lightweight Fully Convolutional Neural Network (FCN)-based time-series classification.
Primarily, the proposed FCN-based approach attempts to automatically identify potentially
contaminated intervals in HPC-based time series at run-time and utilize them to distinguish
the embedded malware from benign applications.
The overview of StealthMiner and its comparison with prior works is described in
Figure 4. The network is a simplified version of neural network models inspired from previous general convolutional neural network-based time series classification models [55,56].
As shown in Figure 4a, our proposed solution in this work is based on the least number of
HPC features and targets detecting stealthy attacks that have been ignored in prior studies
on hardware-based malware detection. Furthermore, as seen in Figure 4b, the proposed
FCN-based malware detector is created by stacking two 1-D convolution layers with 16
and 2 kernels, respectively. The size of the kernel in these two convolution layers is 2 and
3, respectively. These convolution layers aim at selecting the subsequence of the HPC
time series for identifying the malware. Next, a global average pooling layer is applied to
convert the output of the convolution layer into low dimension features. These features are
then fed into a fully connected neural network to distinguish the embedded malware from
benign applications.
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Figure 4. Overview of StealthMiner, Overview of StealthMiner, the proposed customized time series FCN-based approach
for embedded malware detection (b) and its comparison with prior HMD works (a).

Concretely, given a time series of HPC features of x = x1 , x2 , . . . , x N , where N is
the length of the time series in the first 1-D convolution layer, an output of kth kernel is
computed by:
(1)

ti,k =

∑

wk,j,1 xi+ j−1 + b1

(1)

j∈1,2

where 2-d vector [wk,1,1 , wk,2,1 ] ∈ w is the weight of kth kernel and w = {wk,j,1 |k =
(1)

1, . . . , 16, j = 1, 2} is a 16 × 2 matrix that describes all weights of first layer. Given tk

=

(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
[t1,k , . . . , t N,k ], a batch normalization function, tk = BN (tk ), and a ReLu activation
(1)
(2)
function, ok = ReLu(tk ), are then applied. BN (.) is a function which normalizes mean
(1)
and variance of the tk to 0 and 1, respectively. Given an input vector x, BN (.) can be

written as below:

(1)

(1)
BN (ti,k )

=

ti,k − µk

(2)

σk

where µk and σk is the mean and variance of vector across kth kernel. ReLu activation
(2)

function is a nonlinear activation function that sets any negative value in input tk to 0:
(2)

(2)

Relu(tk ) = max (0, tk )
(1)

The first layer output ok
o (1)

(3)

is a N dimension feature map generated from the kth

(1)
(1)
[o1 , . . . , o16 ]

kernel. We denote
=
as the output of the convolution layer. Intuitively,
convolution layer converts original time series of length N into 16 different N dimensional
feature maps capturing different potential local features that can be used to classify the
input data [56].
The o (1) is then fed into next convolution layer with total number of kernels equal to 2.
This layer summarizes o (1) into two different feature maps which can be computed via:
(3)

ti,k0 =

16

3

∑ ∑ wk0 ,k,j,2 oi+ j−1,k + b2
(1)

(4)

k =1 j =1

(3)

where the weight of all kernels is a 3-d tensor wk0 ,k,j,2 of size 2 × 16 × 3. For each ti ,
BN (.) and ReLu(.) functions are further applied and four feature maps (denoted as o (2) =
(2)

(2)

[o1 , o2 ]) are generated. Intuitively, stacking two convolution layers can increase the
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accuracy of the framework and the ability of the model to detect complicated features
which are not possible to be captured by a single convolution layer [56]. Note that any
(2)

(2)

positive value inside the o1 , o2 indicates the potential HPC intervals can be used to
determine whether the input HPC time series contains embedded malware. Next, we
conduct a global average pooling step to convert feature map o (2) into low dimension
(2)

features. In particular, given a feature map of ok

∈ o (2) , we deploy the average value of

(2)

all elements inside ok as the low dimension feature. As a result, this step converts o (2)
into a 2-d vector (denoted as o (3) ).
Finally, o (3) is fed into a fully connected neural network with softmax activation
function formulated below where a standard neural network layer is designed for our
target classification task in detecting embedded malware:
o = So f tmax (W T o (3) + b3 )

(5)

where So f tmax is the softmax activation function. It can be written as follows:
So f tmax ( x ) =

e xi

(6)

∑2k=1 e xk

The Equation (3) first converts o (3) into a new 2-d real value vector via linear transformation W T o (3) + b3 , where W is a 2 × 2 matrix and b3 is a 2 × 1 vector. Next, all elements
in the vector is mapped to [0,1] via So f tmax function. The final output is a 2-d vector
o = [o1 , o2 ] which describes the possibility that the time series is benign or infected by
malware (See Figure 5).
Suppose that we denote all the weights and the output of network as Θ and Θ( x ) =
[Θ1 ( x ), Θ2 ( x )], respectively. Given a training dataset D and the network weights Θ, we
update Θ by minimizing the binary cross-entropy loss which can be computed by
L=

∑

−yi log(Θ1 (xi )) − (1 − yi ) log(Θ2 (xi )))

(7)

(xi ,yi )∈D

where xi and yi is the HPC time series and the associated ground true label of the ith record
in D . And yi ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the time series is benign or contains malware.
Equation (7) can be minimized via a standard backpropagation algorithm, a widely used
model for training various types of neural networks [55,56]. It primarily updates weights
in the neural network by propagating the loss function value from the output to the input
layer and iteratively minimizes the loss function for each layer via the gradient descent
method. In this work, for each layer, the weights are optimized via Adam optimizer [65], a
stochastic gradient descent method used to efficiently update weights of neural network.
To demonstrate the functionality of the StealthMiner approach in identifying the
malware embedded inside the benign program, two illustrative case studies are presented
Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5a, an HPC-based time series is an input to the classifier
which contains an embedded rootkit malware (the embedded malware is highlighted in
red). To identify the hidden malicious pattern, StealthMiner generates two feature maps
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

o1 , o2 via the proposed fully convolution neural network. The o1 and o2 are then
categorized as a 2-d feature vector o (3) by calculating the simple average of all the values
in the feature map. In the given example, o (3) is equal to [0.26, 0.32]. This 2-d feature is
then fed into a fully connected neural network layer and the proposed detector analyzes
the input HPC time series and attempts to find that whether the input trace contains an
embedded malware or not in which in this case it successfully identifies the embedded
malware with a significantly high probability (0.999). Similarly, when a benign HPC trace
is fed into StealthMiner (as shown in Figure 5b), following the same process as the first
example, the time series is converted into the 2-d feature vector ([0.25, 0.1]). Then, the 2-d
vector is fed into the fully connected neural network layer and the network successfully
identifies that it is a benign trace with a probability of 0.73.
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Figure 5. Illustrative case studies of StealthMiner in recognizing embedded malware via HPC time
series traces. (a) Embedded malware is detected. (b) Input HPC trace is benign.

StealthMiner Implementation and Overhead: We implemented the proposed embedded
malware detection framework via Pytorch deep learning library. For evaluating StealthMiner framework using performance metrics such as accuracy and F-measure (described
in Section 5, the proposed detector determines whether the input time series contains
embedded malware by computing the argmax (o ). For measuring the Area Under the
Curve (AUC), we directly use the output computed via Equation (3).
Different from existing neural network time series classification models proposed in
prior works, the StealthMiner framework has a small total number of kernels and layers
which dramatically reduces the number of parameters and the cost of detecting malware in
the new HPC time series. For instance, in the latest neural network introduced by [55], to
classify a time series the proposed solution needs more than 100,000 parameters. Hence,
applying such heavyweight classification models to our embedded malware detection
problem would significantly increase the overhead and complexity of our design, which
certainly makes the solution impractical. In contrast, the StealthMiner framework only
contains 200 parameters. Having a small number of parameters enhances the efficiency
of the proposed ML-based malware detection solution highlighting the effectiveness and
applicability of our proposed neural network-based approach to efficiently identify the
embedded malware.
5. Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the proposed embedded malware detection approach
across different attack types and evaluation metrics with a comparison to existing techniques.
5.1. Performance Evaluation Criteria
In this work, the StealthMiner approach is evaluated using precision, recall (a.k.a.
sensitivity), F-score, and detection accuracy (the overall rate of correctly classified samples).
Typically, in binary classification techniques, the true positive (tp) metric represents the
number of correctly classified positive samples, and the true negatives (tn) metric denotes
the number of negative samples that are correctly classified. In addition, the false positive
(fp) metric represents the incorrectly classified positive samples and the false negative (fn)
metric is the number of negative samples that are incorrectly classified. The positive and
negative terms show the success of the ML model, and the true and false terms specify if
the classification is matched with the actual target class of application (malware or benign).
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Accuracy (ACC): Detection accuracy of the ML classifier is evaluated by the ratio of
correctly classified samples to a total number of samples. Notably, detection accuracy is
an appropriate evaluation metric when the analyzed dataset is balanced. However, in
real-world applications, it can be considered that the benign samples are far more than the
malicious samples which could make the accuracy a less effective evaluation metric in an
imbalanced dataset.
ACC =

TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN

(8)

Precision (P): Precision metric is defined as the ratio of true positive samples to predicted positive samples represents the proportion of the sum of true positives versus the
sum of positive instances which indicates the confidence level of malware detection. For
instance, it is the probability for a positive sample to be classified correctly.
P=

TP
FP + TP

(9)

Recall (R): Recall or True Positive Rate (TPR) or Sensitivity or hit rate is defined as the
ratio of true positive samples to total positive samples and is also called the detection rate.
It basically refers to the proportion of correctly identified positives or the rate of malware
samples (i.e., positive instances) correctly classified by the classification model. The recall
detection rate reflects the model’s ability to recognize attacks which are calculated as
follows:
TPR =

TP
TP + FN

(10)

F-Measure (F): F-Measure or F-Score in machine learning is interpreted as a weighted
average of the precision (P) and recall (R) that reaches its best value at 1 and worst at 0. FMeasure is a more comprehensive evaluation metric over accuracy (percentage of correctly
classified samples) since it takes both the precision and the recall into consideration. More
importantly, the F measure is also resilient to the class imbalance in the dataset which is
the case in our experiments. Different measurements could be contradictory to each other.
It is hard to meet with high precision and recall at the same time. We need to make a
trade-off to balance them. Thus, F-measure i.e., F-score is often used to indicate detection
performance. F Measure is calculated using the below equation:
FMeasure =

2 × ( P × R)
P+R

(11)

Area under the Curve (AUC): As the F-measure and accuracy are not the only metrics to
determine the performance of the ML-based malware detectors, we also evaluate StealthMiner using Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) graphs. The ROC curve represents
the fraction of true positives versus false positives for a binary classifier as the threshold
changes. We further deploy the Area under the Curve (AUC) measure for ROC curves
in the evaluation process which corresponds to the probability of correctly identifying
malware and benign programs.and is more related to the robustness of the classifier. The
robustness term is referred to how well the classifier distinguishes between binary malware
and benign classes, for all possible threshold values. The AUC of the best possible classifier
is equal to 1, meaning that we can find a discrimination threshold under which the classifier
obtains 0% false positives and 100% true positives.
AUC =

Z 1
0

TPR( x )dx =

Z 1
0

P( A > τ ( x ))dx

(12)

5.2. Evaluation of StealthMiner and Comparison to State-of-the-Arts
For the purpose of a comprehensive evaluation, we compared our proposed approach with recent general time series classification approaches, recent traditional machine
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learning-based HMD techniques, and well-known deep learning algorithms that are widely
used for cybersecurity and anomaly detection proposes.
5.2.1. StealthMiner vs. Traditional ML Models
We studied two general time series classification methods including a k-Nearest
Neighbour (KNN) classifier, a classical time series classification method, and Bag-ofPattern-Features (BOPF) [60] classifier, which is a recently proposed scalable time series
classification approach. Given the input time series, the KNN classifier will assign the same
class label to the input time series based on the most similar observed time series in the
training set in which the similarity is measured by Euclidean distance.
As described before, Bag-of-Pattern-Features based time series classification approach
is one of the recent fast time series classification algorithms that have a significantly low
time and computational complexity compared with other existing time series classification
approaches while maintaining a very high accuracy. As a result, for a comprehensive
comparison of StealthMiner with state-of-the-arts, we implemented different ML-based
HMD techniques and time series classification presented in recent prior works including
JRip [18,24,32], J48 [18,24,32], Logistic Regression [23,24,31], KNN [16,32], and BOPF [60]
that are representing the rule-based, decision tree, regression-based, and time series machine learning classifiers and have demonstrated high accuracy for detecting malware
(spawned as a separate thread) in recent works.
Table 2 presents the evaluation results of malware detection for different classes of
embedded malware for validation set. The results show that our proposed lightweight
neural network-based solution can achieve average accuracy, precision, recall and F-score
of nearly 0.9 across all types of experimented with embedded malware only by using the
most prominent HPC feature (branch instructions). This makes the run-time detection of
stealthy malware feasible which is primarily eliminating the need to execute applications
multiple times to capture various low-level features suitable for HMD.
Table 2. Evaluation results of StealthMiner for the validation set.
Type

Precision

Recall

F-Score

Accuracy

Hybrid
Rookit
Trojan
Backdoor

0.85
0.93
0.91
0.88

0.89
0.88
0.87
0.94

0.88
0.91
0.89
0.91

0.87
0.91
0.89
0.91

Average

0.89

0.9

0.9

0.89

Figure 6 illustrates the ROC graphs of the proposed approach compare to state-ofthe-art HMD and time series classification techniques. The correspondent AUC values
for each embedded malware category are further presented in Table 3. A higher AUC
value means that the ROC graph is closer to the optimal threshold and the classifier is
performing better in terms of identifying the stealthy malware and classification of malware
and benign applications. The ROC results clearly indicate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach in this work as compared with prior ML-based malware detection and time
series classification. As can be seen, our proposed approach, StealthMiner, achieves an
average AUC value of 0.94 across all experimented categories of embedded malware.
Furthermore, StealthMiner significantly outperforms the traditional ML algorithms used in
recent HMD works, JRip, J48, and LR, by up to 0.48, and further outperforms tested time
series classification approaches by up to 0.45 (for embedded Rootkit).
For the purpose of thorough analysis and comparison, Table 4 presents the accuracy,
F-score, precision, and recall values testing evaluation results of proposed lightweight
embedded malware detection approach in comparison with state-of-the-art works on
hardware-based malware detection and time series classification. As seen, StealthMiner
approach achieves highest accuracy and F-score for detection across all four different types
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of embedded malware with the highest value of 0.93 for embedded Rootkit detection.
Overall, the results indicate that StealthMiner performance is outperforming the state-ofthe-art HMD methods (e.g., Logistic Regression) by up to 0.43 in accuracy and 0.44 in
F-score highlighting the effectiveness of the proposed customized time series machine
learning-based approach in detecting stealthy malware.
Table 3. AUC values of testing set results of StealthMiner vs. traditional ML-based detectors in prior
works for detecting various embedded malware.
Attack Type

StealthMiner

JRIP

J48

LR

KNN

BOPF

Hybrid
Rookit
Trojan
Backdoor

0.92
0.98
0.93
0.91

0.64
0.77
0.85
0.73

0.62
0.62
0.69
0.54

0.53
0.5
0.57
0.51

0.6
0.54
0.65
0.6

0.7
0.53
0.79
0.68

Average

0.94

0.75

0.62

0.52

0.58

0.67

Table 4. Testing evaluation results of StealthMiner vs. traditional ML and time series classification
techniques used in prior works.
Embedded Hybrid Malware
Proposed vs. Prior Work

Precision

Recall

F-Score

Accuracy

StealthMiner

0.85

0.83

0.86

0.89

JRIP [18,24,32]
J48 [18,24,32]
LR [23,24,31]
BOPF [60]
KNN [16,32]

0.63
0.63
0.52
0.97
0.59

0.58
0.57
0.49
0.41
0.55

0.6
0.6
0.51
0.58
0.57

0.62
0.62
0.52
0.7
0.58

Embedded Rootkit Malware
StealthMiner

0.95

0.9

0.93

0.93

JRIP [18,24,32]
J48 [18,24,32]
LR [23,24,31]
BOPF [60]
KNN [16,32]

0.81
0.66
0.5
0.69
0.55

0.68
0.53
0.47
0.1
0.46

0.74
0.59
0.49
0.18
0.5

0.76
0.63
0.5
0.53
0.54

Embedded Trojan Malware
StealthMiner

0.92

0.82

0.86

0.87

JRIP [18,24,32]
J48 [18,24,32]
LR [23,24,31]
BOPF [60]
KNN [16,32]

0.84
0.7
0.56
0.92
0.63

0.78
0.69
0.55
0.63
0.72

0.81
0.69
0.55
0.74
0.67

0.82
0.69
0.55
0.78
0.65

Embedded Backdoor Malware
StealthMiner

0.89

0.83

0.86

0.86

JRIP [18,24,32]
J48 [18,24,32]
LR [23,24,31]
BOPF [60]
KNN [16,32]

0.83
0.59
0.5
0.93
0.62

0.58
0.31
0.43
0.38
0.49

0.68
0.41
0.46
0.54
0.55

0.73
0.55
0.51
0.68
0.58
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Figure 6. ROC graphs for detecting different classes of embedded malware. (a) Blended Malware.
(b) Rootkit Malware. (c) Trojan Malware. (d) Backdoor Malware.

5.2.2. StealthMiner vs. Deep Learning Models used in Prior Works
Next, we compared the proposed framework with a series of deep learning-based
time series classification models presented in previous works. To this aim, we compared
StealthMiner with four popular deep learning-based time series classification models including Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN), Multilayer Perception (MLP), Deep Residual
Neuron Network (ResNet), and Multi-Scale Convolutional Neural Networks (MCDCNN)
as described below:
•

•
•
•

Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN): [56] The heavy parameter version of the fully convolutional neural network model that consists of three convolution layers consisting
of 128, 256, and 128 channels, respectively.
Multi-layer Perception (MLP): [66] A classical multilayer perception deep learning
Model that consists of three fully connected layers.
Deep Residual Neuron Network (ResNet): [67] A deep convolutional neural network that
consists of a skip-connection structure.
Multi-Scale Convolutional Neural Network (MCDCNN): [68] A deep convolution neuron
network that runs a Convolutional Neural Network with a different resolution of time
series.

Performance Analysis: We first compared the detection performance of StealthMiner
against the tested DL models. The results are shown in Table 5. As shown, compared with
MLP and MCDCNN baselines, the proposed model achieves much higher performance.
Compared with FCN and ResNet, StealthMiner has slightly decreased performance in
detecting Hybrid, Backdoor, and Trojan malware. In embedded Rootkit malware detection
tasks, StealthMiner achieves very similar F-measure and Accuracy against best baselines
(0.93 vs. 0.94 and 0.93 vs. 0.95, respectively).
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Table 5. Testing evaluation results of StealthMiner vs. Deep learning based approaches.
Embedded Hybrid Malware
Proposed vs. Prior Work

Precision

Recall

F-Score

Accuracy

StealthMiner

0.85

0.83

0.86

0.89

FCN
MLP
ResNet
MCDNN

0.97
0
1
0

0.91
0
0.89
0

0.94
0
0.94
0

0.94
0.5
0.95
0.5

Embedded Rootkit Malware
StealthMiner

0.95

0.90

0.93

0.93

FCN
MLP
ResNet
MCDNN

1.00
0.50
1.00
0.00

0.78
1.00
0.89
0.00

0.88
0.67
0.94
0.00

0.89
0.50
0.95
0.50

Embedded Trojan Malware
StealthMiner

0.92

0.86

0.86

0.87

FCN
MLP
ResNet
MCDNN

0.98
0.00
1.00
0.50

0.95
0.00
0.83
1.00

0.97
0.00
0.91
0.66

0.97
0.50
0.92
0.50

Embedded Backdoor Malware
StealthMiner

0.89

0.83

0.86

0.86

FCN
MLP
ResNet
MCDNN

0.90
0.67
1.00
0.00

0.80
0.00
0.94
0.00

0.85
0.00
0.97
0.00

0.86
0.50
0.97
0.50

Efficiency Analysis: We next compared the efficiency with all tested deep learningbased models. We analyzed the cost effectiveness of StealthMiner by considering two
efficiency parameters representing the relative execution time (αtime ) and the model size
(αsize ) (i.e., number of parameters required) of StealthMiner w.r.t to baseline deep learning
algorithms. Specifically, we evaluated the performance by
αtime =

ExecutionTimeo f BaselineModel
ExecutionTimeo f StealthMiner

(13)

ModelSizeo f BaselineModel
ModelSizeo f StealthMiner

(14)

αsize =

Table 6 reports the execution time and model size results of StealthMiner as compared
with other tested deep learning models for both execution time and the model size. According to the results, StealthMiner is significantly faster (by up to 6.52 times) than all the
compared deep learning baseline models. This result indicates StealthMiner can result in
much smaller computational latency that makes it an effective yet accurate solution for
the online malware detection process. Moreover, StealthMiner contains up to 4375 times
fewer parameters as compared with the most parameter-heavy baseline model. Thus, the
lightweight characteristics of StealthMiner have dramatically reduced its complexity and
memory footprints. Lastly, we demonstrated the efficiency (performance vs. cost) trade-off
of each ML model. Specifically, the average F-measure (Accuracy) vs. Execution Time
(Model Size) of StealthMiner and all the deep learning models are shown in Figure 7a–d. For
instance, the Figure 7a indicates the trade-off between accuracy and execution time of the
models in which StealthMiner achieves the best efficiency by delivering high detection rate
while requiring significantly smaller execution time as compared to other models. Overall,
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the results clearly highlight the effectiveness of our our proposed intelligent lightweight
method, StealthMiner, in which it achieves a significantly better efficiency while maintaining a high detection rate with a very close accuracy and F-measure performance to the
complex and heavyweight deep learning models.
Table 6. Execution time and model size results of StealthMiner as compared with deep learning
models.
Model

Execution Time (s)

Model Size (# par.)

αtime

αsize

StealthMiner
FCN
MLP
ResNet
MCDCNN

0.95
4.0
3.69
6.24
3.6

172
265,986
752,502
506,818
717,006

×1
×4.17
×3.85
×6.52
×3.76

×1
×1546
×4375
×2946
×4168

Lastly, we analyze the advances, differences and limitations of our proposed intelligent
solution as compared with prior works. To this aim, we compare the performance and
efficiency characteristics of StealthMiner against three different types of learning models
(deep learning classifier, classical ML classifier, and efficient time series classifier) for
stealthy malware detection. A comparison between all the methods tested in this paper
is shown in the Table 7. In the table, each column represents a model and each row
represents an evaluation metric including performance (detection rate), Cost (Complexity
and Latency), and efficiency (trade off between performance and cost). The × sign indicates
the model is bad at a metric,
indicates the model is good at this metric, and 4 indicates
the performance is good but slightly worse than .
Table 7. Comparison of StealthMiner against baseline learning classifiers presented in prior studies.

Model

Deep Learning
StealthMiner

Performance

4

Cost

4

Perf vs. Cost

FCN

MLP

Classical ML

ResNet

×

Efficient TS

MCDNN

JRip

J48

LR

KNN

BOPF

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

Comparing with the deep learning based models, StealthMiner has significantly fewer
parameters and faster execution time. Since hardware-assisted malware detection has a
strong requirement of efficiency, StealthMiner is more suitable for stealthy malware detection tasks compared with other deep learning models even with slightly lower detection
performance. Moreover, as compared with classical machine learning classifiers and efficient time series classification approach, StealthMiner is more efficient in terms of the tradeoff between performance and cost. We observe that the standard ML-based approaches
have significantly worse malware detection performance compared with StealthMiner in
our experiments across all four types of malware tested. Therefore, StealthMiner is also a
more effective and balanced choice as compared with these methods when the computation
cost is tolerable.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Efficiency analysis StealthMiner as compared with deep learning models. (a) Acc. vs.
Execution Time. (b) Acc. vs. Model Size. (c) F-measure vs. Execution Time. (d) F-measure vs.
Model Size.

6. Concluding Remarks and Future Directions
Malware detection at the hardware level has emerged as a promising solution to improve the security of computer systems. The existing works on Hardware-based Malware
Detection (HMD) primarily assume that the malware is spawned as a separate thread while
infecting the target system. However, detecting stealthy malware attacks, malicious code
embedded in a benign application, at run-time is significantly a more challenging problem
in today’s computer systems, as the malware hides in the normal application execution.
Embedded malware is a category of stealthy cybersecurity threats that allow malicious
code to be hidden inside a benign application on the target computer system and remain
undetected by traditional signature-based methods and commercial antivirus software.
In hardware-based malware detection methods, when the HPC data is directly fed into a
machine learning classifier, embedding malicious code inside the benign applications leads
to contamination of HPC information, as the collected HPC features combine benign and
malware microarchitectural events together.
In response, in this work we proposed StealthMiner, a lightweight time series-based
Fully Convolutional Neural Network framework to effectively detect the embedded malware that is concealed inside the benign applications at run-time. Our novel intelligent
approach, using only the most significant low-level feature, branch instructions, can detect the embedded malware with 94% detection performance (Area Under the Curve) on
average at run-time outperforming the detection performance of state-of-the-art hardwarebased malware detection methods by up to 42%. In addition, compared with the current
state-of-the-art deep learning methods, StealthMiner is up to 6.52 times faster, and requires
up to 4000 times less parameters. As the future directions of this work, we plan to explore
the application of unsupervised anomaly detection and few-shot learning methods that
could help train the detection model without requiring the ground truth with only a few
or zero labels available. Moreover, as the next future line of our work we plan to examine
the effectiveness of our proposed time series machine learning-based detector in resourceconstrained mobile platforms. To this aim, we will expand our framework and experiments
to ARM processor which is a widely used architecture in embedded systems and mobile
applications. This direction could pave the way towards a more cost-effective run-time
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stealthy malware detection in embedded devices with limited resources and computing
power characteristics.
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